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ABSTRACT

Medical education plays the most significant role in shaping medical students lives and their behavior towards the society they come in contact to serve. Various teaching and learning methodologies have been utilized in medical education. The currently available research positively highlights the role and importance of Best Evidence Medical Education (BEME). The teachers implement their teaching methodology and teaching styles on the basis of best available evidence and teaching methods. Teachers adopt various types of evidence to aid decisions about the choice of teaching, learning, assessment, curriculum designing and additional issues in medical education. A move to evidence-based teaching will encourage more and better research into medical education.

INTRODUCTION

Medical education plays the most significant role in shaping medical students lives and their behavior towards the society they come in contact to serve. Various teaching and learning methodologies have been utilized in medical education¹. The currently available research positively highlights the role and importance of Best Evidence Medical Education (BEME). The teachers implement their teaching methodology and teaching styles on the basis of best available evidence and teaching methods. Teachers adopt various types of evidence to aid decisions about the choice of teaching, learning, assessment, curriculum designing and additional issues in medical education².

WHY BEME?

We, at this age, are living in a time of research, the medical education and training have been positively affected too, so to have a shift from opinion based on evidence-based teaching is inevitable for integrating flavor of research into the healthcare teaching and learning. A move to evidence-based teaching will encourage more and better research into medical education³.

Faculty members have to upgrade their abilities to the par excellence so that the imparted teaching gets validated and improved. Faculty members have to upgrade their abilities to the par excellence so that the imparted teaching gets validated and improved. If adopted, this approach ensures the provision of opportunities for improved outcomes within the medical profession within the context of research evidence for education.
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an insight into their teaching practice and the options available

2. BEME an opportunity for identification of flaws:

BEME ensures for the identification of weaknesses that somehow hinders the quality of teaching and learning. Faculty members have to upgrade their abilities to the par excellence so that the imparted teaching gets validated and improved.

3. BEME a motivational drive:

If accepted as a criterion for promotion, BEME positively may affect and heighten the level of motivation among staff and in turn, shall bring a very positive impression in terms of improving work performance.

4. BEME drives learning by improving outcomes within the medical profession:

If adopted, this approach ensures the provision of opportunities for improved outcomes within the medical profession within the context of research evidence for education. Furthermore, BEME ensures improvement in teaching and learning of medical students and is directly related to improvement in the delivery of health care. In medicine, BEME has been widely approved and distinct as the reliable, precise and judicious use of current best evidence in making decisions about the care of patients9.

HOW TO ADOPT BEME?

1. Through improved research activities:

This is required for facilitation to keep BEME route, fast, hurdle free and smooth going. Volunteer participation for research training should be encouraged with the supportive, encouraging & non-threatening environment for those who wish to come and guide other colleagues as well as students. A shift to BEME will promote a better and standard research in medical education10.

Frequent organization of scientific seminars and hands-on workshops shall be targeted on the topics such as, how to write for a medical journal, how to start research, the role of SPSS in an analysis for research and how to get benefited from contemporary research publications using PubMed etc.

2. Through non-threatening academic atmosphere:

This ensures a healthy and positive learning atmosphere, building students’ trust on their teachers as their mentors and guides. Learners learn best in an environment where they have feelings of trust on their teachers to be their supporter, not their opponents11.

3. Through involvement of all stakeholders:

Active participation of all stakeholders i.e. teachers, faculty, course organizer/planners and last but not the least the students is a must. Their willingness and active participation are needed for implementing this change and also for evaluation of change. Students’ focus group sessions greatly help to conclude as what works best for teaching and learning and how to put that into practice.

CHALLENGES

In the revised definition it is emphasized that BEME is the responsibility not only of the individual teacher but also of the institution to which the teacher belongs. There might arise resistance from senior teachers for their ignorance in relation to current trends, this may also lead to collective resistance.

This shall be addressed and resolved by providing updated information to them as on how the current research favors for the ever-expanding importance of BEME. Moreover, rewarding teachers’ efforts with monetary and non-monetary rewards may also soften the hard stone.

BEME ADOPTED; WHAT NEXT?

All subsequent educational interventions shall undergo an evaluation and for this QUESTS might serve as the robust criteria.

Following are the QUEST dimensions;

- The Quality of the research evidence – how reliable it is? If the evidence being utilized have a sound background and tested by any other educational organizations with success?
- The Utility of the evidence: If the methods can be adopted and utilized without major modification?
- The Extent of the evidence: If the extent of published research and methodology, relevant to what we are trying to achieve?
- The Strength of the evidence- the most challenging task: If evidence being practiced can be more judiciously assessed for the benefit of designing and implementing future effective policy?
- The Target or outcomes measured – how valid are they? If the majority of our outcomes after adopting BEME are valid, assessing what it meant and needed to be assessed?
- The Setting or context – how relevant is it? If the strategies i.e. teaching and assessment are aligned with intended learning outcomes?
CONCLUSION

To conclude if we can have an answer as “YES” to the QUEST dimensions, we are on the right track.
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